Experience Developed optimization models for footprint-based load balancing in CDNs.
Research
Cache optimization for content delivery, 2016 -present Designing optimization models and algorithms to jointly maximize cache hit rates and optimize load balancing in CDNs.
TTL-based caching, 2016 -present Designing adaptive TTL-based caching algorithms to guarantee cache performance in the presence of non-stationary and bursty traffic. CDNs, 2015 CDNs, -2016 Optimized deployment of hybrid (SSD + spinning disk) servers to maximize server utilization while minimizing deployment cost to deliver heterogeneous content.
Sustainable cache deployment in
Disk shutdown to reduce energy consumption in CDNs, 2014 -2016 Developed energy-efficient cache management algorithms that minimize energy consumption using disk shutdown while maximizing end-user performance.
Fast rerouting from single link and single node failures for IP multicast, 2011 -2013 Developed a fast rerouting algorithm using Steiner trees to recover from node failures immediately. Integrated the above proposal with existing unicast link rerouting mechanisms to provide protocol independent single link and single node fast rerouting.
Energy efficient routing protocol for MPEG-4 video transmission in multihop mobile ad hoc networks, 2009 -2010 Analyzed the performance of existing routing protocols to transmit video traffic over MANETs using real video traces. Identified the most efficient protocol to transmit video, and proposed extensions to improve throughput.
